Biggin Hill Airport Consultative Committee minutes, 16 January 2020 (final version for confirmation at the next meeting)

BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
Minutes of Meeting held on Thursday, 16 January 2020 at 3.10pm.
Present:
Organisation:
Deputy Chairman (in the chair)
Secretary
Biggin Hill Airport Limited (BHAL)
Tandridge District Council
London Borough of Bromley (LBB)
Biggin Hill Residents Association
London Borough of Bromley Residents Federation (BRF)/
Cudham and Downe Residents Association
London Borough of Bromley Residents Federation (BRF)
Sevenoaks District Council
LBB (Officer)
BRF/Leaves Green & Keston Vale Residents Association
Chairman of Noise & Safety Sub-Committee (ex-officio)
Tatsfield Parish Council
South London Business
Private Owners
Surrey County Council
LBB (Officer)
Private Owners

Representative:
Mr Nick Kemp
Mr George Crowe
Mr David Winstanley, Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Councillor Martin Allen
Councillor Julian Benington*
Ms Stephanie Butcher*
Vic Endacott*
Dr Robert Hadley
Councillor Roderick Hogarth
Mr Paul Mellor
Mr Peter Osborne
Mr Richard Parry
Mr David Pinchin
Mr Deva Ponnoosami
Mr Graham Powell*
Councillor Becky Rush
Ms Gill Slater
Mr John Willis

* substitute member

1.

Welcome and Chairman’s introductory remarks

1.01

The Deputy Chairman welcomed members to the meeting and gave a special welcome to
Councillor Becky Rush who was attending her first meeting as a member of the Committee.
The Committee noted information about the illness of the Chairman, Mr John Bowden and was
advised that he was hopeful of being able to attend the next meeting. It was agreed, that on behalf
of the Committee, the Deputy Chairman would write to him to wish him a speedy and full
recovery.
Action: Deputy Chairman

1.02

2.

Membership

2.01

The Committee noted that:
o Councillor Graham Arthur would be replacing Councillor Peter Morgan as a LBB
representative from the next meeting;
o Councillor Cameron Mcintosh had been replaced by Councillor Becky Rush as the Surrey
County Council representative;
o the new Leader of Kent County Council had undertaken to appoint a representative to
serve on the Committee.

3.

Apologies for absence

3.1

Apologies for absence were received from the Chairman, Mr John Bowden, Mr John High
(Private Owners, substituted by Mr Graham Powell), Councillor Toni Letts (London Borough of
Croydon), Mr Peter Martin (Biggin Hill Residents Association, substituted by Ms Stephanie
Butcher), Councillor Peter Morgan (LBB), Reverend John Musson (BRF and Cudham and Downe
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Residents Association, substituted by Vic Endacott), Councillor Melanie Stevens (LBB,
substituted by Councillor Julian Benington) and Mr Andrew Walters (Chairman of BHAL).
4.

Minutes of the previous meeting

4.01

The minutes of the meeting held on 17 October 2019 had been previously been circulated to
members and approved them as a correct record. They were signed by the Deputy Chairman.

5.

Matters arising from the minutes

5.01

There were no matters arising from the minutes that would not be dealt with during the
consideration of the agenda for this meeting.

6.

Chief Executive Officer’s report

6.01

David Winstanley presented his report which had previously been circulated. It provided
information on the following issues that had arisen during the third quarter (October to December
2019).
Market conditions across Europe - with the assistance of graphs and diagrams produced by
WingX, the report updated the Committee on aviation activity in Europe. During the CEO’s
presentation of the figures he particularly mentioned that December had seen growth in business
aviation activity in Europe with flights up by 2.9% year on year. Most of the growth came in
business jet sectors, up by 4.5% and, particularly, Charter activity. For the full year, total activity
was down 1.6% compared to 2018. However, flight activity out of the UK slipped back by 3% in
December.
The following schedule that summarised the operational movements during the fourth quarter of
2019 was included in the report:

6.02

6.03

Club
Club Private ATM
Circuit
Other Owner Schld.
October
84
330
792
0
November
96
271
501
0
December
38
247
420
0
Total
218
848
1,713
0
Change
-465
-382
-515
0
Year to Date
2,060
4,940 12,523
0
6.04
During the same quarter of 2018 they had been:
Club
Club Private ATM
Circuit
Other Owner Schld
October
210
576
1,196
0
November
186
346
548
0
December
287
308
484
0
Total
683
1,230
2,228
0
Year to Date
5,975
5,446 12,669
0

6.05

6.06

ATM
Charter
786
694
706
2186
-123
10,485

Corp.
Jet
440
358
472
1270
113
4,470

Corp.
Twin
33
35
44
112
14
371

Helis.

Military

Total

343
349
279
971
146
4,064

14
5
0
19
13
196

2,822
2,309
2,206
7,337
-1,199
39,109

ATM
Charter
841
691
777
2,309
10,539

Corp.
Jet
455
353
349
1,157
4,676

Corp.
Twin
31
39
28
98
424

Helis.

Military

Total

364
275
186
825
3,613

2
2
2
6
63

3,675
2,440
2,421
8,536
43,405

Biggin Hill movement summary – the report advised members that, whilst the number of overall
movements was lower with declines in club circuits, other club activities and private owner
movements, there had been growth in Corporate Jets, Corporate twin, helicopter, military aircraft
movements and privately owned aircraft movements. Despite a relatively flat or slightly
declining UK market, the Airport’s share of the London Business Aviation market remained just
below 20%.
It continued to build on a solid foundation of activity across a wide range of types of aircraft
movements to ensure that it would remain both a General and Business Aviation airport.
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6.07

6.08

6.09

6.10

6.11

6.12

A member asked whether there was any cap on the number of freight movements and the CEO
advised that the Airport did not have the infrastructure or a suitable road system to make such
flights commercially viable. Councillor Benington reported that Salt Box Hill had now reopened
following roadworks.
He asked whether jets that visited the Airport for maintenance were listed in the corporate jets
column in the movement statistics. In reply, the CEO advised that he would ascertain whether it
would be possible for aircraft that visited the Airport for maintenance and Spitfire movements to
be listed separately.
Action: CEO
UK aviation policy and Biggin Hill Airport (LBHA)
London Airspace Modernisation Programme (LAMP) - the Committee was reminded that LBHA
continued to play a critical role in the LAMP programme as part of the core delivery group.
Liaison with both London Heathrow and Gatwick continued to take place and ensured that the
Airport maintained its significant influence within the overall project and continued to have a
voice proportionately louder than would be expected from its size or number of movements. The
Airport was staying on target to fulfil its requirements for Stage 2 (Develop & Assess), which is
targeted for completion in October 2020. It was vitally important to the Airport to ensure that
sufficient airspace would be made available to establish departure and arrival routes that would
reduce track miles flown, fuel burn and which will be sustainable.
Aviation Strategy 2050 Green Paper - it was noted that, given the General Election and its
‘purdah’ period, progress in support of the development of the Aviation Strategy White Paper had
been delayed. However, the Airport Company had maintained its lobbying with the Department
for Transport (DfT) and this would pick up pace when the Government realigns its priorities over
the coming months. It was not yet known whether Grant Shapps would continue to be the
Secretary of State for Transport.
RAF Northolt – to assist those people who were attending their first meeting of the Committee the
CEO outlined the background to this issue. The report advised that the Airport Company had
made significant progress over the preceding several months on it. BHAL had completed and
disseminated its independently commissioned report into the potential safety or compliance issues
for civilian aircraft operations at RAF Northolt. The report had been sent to both the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) and DfT and the Airport was awaiting a response from both
organisations. There was a local campaign attempting to have a cap on the number of commercial
flights restricted to 12,000 a year.
Airport facilities
03 GPS approach – to assist new attendees, the CEO outlined the changes to the approach that
were involved and his report advised that the Airport’s safety case for the development and
introduction of the 03 GPS approach had been submitted. Concerns raised by London Gatwick
had been addressed and the performance of the new approach would be reviewed as part of the
Post Implementation Review period. The Airport remained hopeful that the new approach will
be implemented in the autumn of 2020 but this was dependent upon the CAA having sufficient
resources to be able to undertake a review of the significant increase in Airspace Change
Proposals.
Councillor Rush said that the Airport appeared to have dropped Woldingham Parish
Council
from the consultation on the 03 approach. She said that it had held discussions with Will Curtis
when he was the Managing Director of the Airport and he had agreed that the approach should be
moved so that it would be south of the ridge. The Parish Council would like to be restored to the
list of consultees and to continue with the discussions. The CEO said that he was surprised to hear
that the approach had not been moved because during last year the safety case submission had
been delayed so that an abbreviated consultation could take place on a revised route. He said that
the issue was not a simple one and he referred to turns and distances and the need to avoid a glider
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6.13
6.14

6.15

6.16

6.17

6.18

6.19

6.20

6.21

6.22

6.23

site. He undertook to look into the issue and apologised that the Parish Council had been excluded
from the further consultation.
Action: CEO
Councillor Allen mentioned that he understood that consultation papers were not going to the
correct person at Tandridge Council.
Runway/Taxiway works - BHAL had commenced a comprehensive condition survey across all
operating areas. This would ensure that facilities continued to be maintained to CAA standards
and that the Airport can cope with future demand.
Instrument Landing System (ILS) replacement – it was noted that the paper seeking approval to
replace the ILS on Runway 21 would be presented to the Board of BHAL on 22 January 2020.
Subject to its approval, the works to replace the ILS would start in the summer and be completed
by autumn this year.
Tenants and businesses at Biggin Hill - the introduction of the Light Aviation Steering Group had
been successful and the engagement with the community had, to date, been very enthusiastic.
Time would tell if the Group would play a critical role in supporting the Airport in its desire to
provide a clear future strategy for General Aviation at Biggin Hill.
Economic Development/LoCATE@BigginHill
Proposed new hangar - the report advised that that landlords’ consent had been granted for the
proposed hangar development. LBHA had made some minor amendments to the proposed
building as a result of LBB and public feedback and the client’s demands. Whilst the hangar size
had been reduced by 30%, the overall site area remained unchanged.
It was noted that the developer would be announced in February the Committee was informed that
the hangar would be the company’s European headquarters. It was intended that work would start
on site on 18 February.
College Update - the Airport continued to support the London South East Colleges (LSEC) in the
implementation of the proposed London Aerospace and Technology College (LATC). In
partnership with LSEC, the Airport was working towards the signing of Heads of Terms and an
agreement on shared costs between the hotel and college developments. The CEO advised the
Committee that, since his report had been written, landlord’s consent had been granted.
Councillor Pinchin asked whether, bearing in mind the additional traffic that would be generated
by new developments including the proposed college, there were any proposals to improve Salt
Box Hill. Stephanie Butcher said that the Biggin Hill Residents Association was opposed to it
being converted into a dual carriageway and was also against the same being done to Jewels Hill.
The CEO responded that there were easier and more sensible solutions and later in the meeting
Councillor Benington reported that there would be no car parking for students at the LATC. It
was intended that LSEC would bus them to it and, in addition, courses will be starting at 9.30am
so that peak hour traffic can be avoided. Deva Ponoosami said that he understood that Croydon
College would also be sending students to the LATC.
Airport Hotel - the hotel project continued to progress and was on target for construction to
commence around September 2020. The project was aligned to the College development. As
with the College (see preceding paragraph), landlord’s consent had now been granted. In answer
to a question the CEO advised that the proposed hotel would have 56 bedrooms. If it was to be
enlarged a further planning application would be required.
Health & Safety/security - the report advised that there had been no significant security breaches
since the last report and nor had there been notable safety incidents. The report of Richard Parry
as Chairman of the Noise and Safety Sub-Committee (minute 8 below) advised that the Airport
had received 69 safety reports, the largest number of which related to interference with the ATC
approach frequency. However, none of these reports involved any safety impact. There had been
two minor bird strikes.
Environment – as mentioned in minute 7 below, the latest noise contours were attached to the
CEO’s report.
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6.24

6.25

6.26

6.27
6.28

The Committee noted that, although the Noise Monitoring and Tracking System (NMTKS) was
fully functional and the Airport continued to enforce its Noise Action Plan (NAP), the time was
right for the Airport to carry on ensuring that noise management was a key priority.
Earlier in the meeting and during the CEO’s presentation of the Airport’s movement statistics
(paragraph 6.05 above), he advised that that there was a focus on noise sensitive areas that aircraft
are only allowed to enter in emergencies. Looking to the future, he added that vertical take-off
and landing aircraft were being developed and may well be coming into service within the next 5
to 10 years.
He also referred to the national target of halving CO2 emissions by 50% by 2050 and said that of
such emissions, globally, business aviation was responsible for producing less than 2%. Work
was being carried out with British Petroleum (BP) on sustainable low-carbon aviation fuel.
Another priority was the use of helicopters to help with the reduction of road traffic (Westland had
already produced a fully-functioning electric helicopter). Electric vehicles were being introduced
at the Airport and autonomous vehicles would have a positive impact in due course. Councillor
Benington asked about the future of electric conventional aircraft and the CEO informed the
Committee that two passenger aircraft were being tested. It was likely that they would be
available in the latter part of the current decade but would have a limited payroll.
The CEO reminded the Committee that the Airport was working towards the elimination of single
use plastic.
During the presentation of his report, David Winstanley had referred to ‘Uber flights’ and was
asked what he meant by this. He replied that this was in reference to drone aircraft and the
development of short duration aircraft movements. He added that it was likely that someone
would produce an app enabling people to telephone to obtain flights to other parts of the country
but that this was probably a decade away.

7.

Noise contours

7.01

7.02

The usual reports produced by Bickerdike Allen Partners LLP about noise contours were attached
to the CEO’s report. As was the case in all previous reports to the Committee, all noise levels
remained well within the agreed limits set out in the airport Noise Action Plan (NAP). For the
daytime and early morning periods both contour areas were well within the areas prescribed.
The CEO’s report advised that, since the Noise Monitoring and Tracking System (NMTKS) was
fully functional and the Airport continued to enforce its NAP, BHAL was ensuring that noise
management would continue to be a key priority. To that end, BHAL was looking at how it could
continue to engage with both the aviation and local communities with a view to working on
improving its noise tracking capability with a view to minimising the impact of noise.

8.

Report by the Chairman of the Noise and Safety Sub-Committee

8.01

Complaints and comments - the report of the Flight Evaluation Unit for the fourth quarter of 2019
was tabled together with a map that plotted the areas from which the comments had emanated. It
showed that during the quarter there had been 7,337 movements at the Airport, 1,129 fewer than
in the same quarter of 2018.
In addition to the reports referred to in the preceding paragraph the following were also tabled:
o the report of Richard Parry, the Chairman of the Sub-Committee;
o a paper setting out a breakdown summary of the quarterly complaints which, together with
other documents, had been considered by the Sub-Committee.
Richard Parry’s report advised that there had been a total of 38 complaints of which 36 related to
Biggin Hill movements. Of these 36, 26 had been submitted by 6 people. The Airport’s Safety
and Noise Abatement Review Board had considered the complaints and found them all to involve

8.02

8.03
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8.04

8.05
8.06

8.07

8.08

8.09

only minor infringements and resulted in written warnings being sent to the relevant operators/
pilots. Two of them who were repeat offenders had been sent final minor infringement warnings.
A policy of three strikes and out had now been adopted and the three stages leading to a ban were
outlined. Some private pilots are letting down the clubs whose pilots are generally compliant.
During the presentation of his report Richard Parry mentioned that complaints were now being
made about Spitfire movements of which there were now around 14 at weekends. Stephanie
Butcher referred to an increase in noise complaints about GA8 Airvan aircraft movements that
enabled people to view Spitfires in flight from the air. The CEO said that they had increased by
95%.
David Winstanley reported that he personally writes to all pilots that are the subject of complaints.
Some aircraft are owned by a group so it is necessary to decide to whom to write.
Richard Parry also mentioned that a noise monitor had been placed at Doctor Hadley’s home and
invited him to report on his experience with it. Doctor Hadley advised that the monitor had been
fixed to a post in the garden of his house near Farnborough Park for 6 weeks from 22 October
2019. It recorded noise from events such as lawn mowing and barking dogs and showed that
aircraft flying over his home were not excessively noisy, certainly not enough to register as noise
infringements. He was disappointed that a Piaggio aircraft movement had not taken place during
the time the monitor was sited there.
David Pinchin said that a pilot had telephoned to apologise for an infringement and that there had
been a great reduction in the number of aircraft that overfly Tatsfield. The only outstanding issue
involved aircraft that are off track but recorded as being compliant. He asked the CEO if there
could be discussions about it. In responding, David Winstanley referred to calibration of the
NMTKS and to the system showing a small variation from what is recorded. He added that, in the
event of multiple near misses, action would be taken. The height recorded should be accurate if
the aircraft has a responder. He undertook to arrange, at an appropriate time, to log near misses to
check correlation on the golf club.
In answer to a question from Councillor Allen the CEO confirmed that he was not satisfied that
there had been 38 minor infringements but that he was pleased that the situation was improving.
He added that he will be interested in seeing what the situation will be like in the summer.
Councillor Rush said that she would be interested in Woldingham being involved in a similar
exercise as was carried out relating to Tatsfield and would be particularly interested in why there
were no infringements in that area. The CEO in his reply said that he would be prepared to do so
and prefers to engage in such exercises in areas where there was positivity about the existence of
the Airport. Councillor Rush replied that there was recognition in Woldingham that the Airport
protects the area from Gatwick and Heathrow airports over-flights.

9.

Planning issues

9.01

Gill Slater reported that:
o there had been a High Court challenge to the Local Plan and it had been heard last
summer and dismissed;
o the draft London Plan, (part of the ‘Development Plan’ along with the Borough’s Local
Plan) was subject to an Examination in Public last year. The Panel of Inspectors had made
recommendations some of which have not been accepted by the Mayor who is now
awaiting any direction from the Secretary of State;
o as mentioned in paragraphs 6.18 and 6.19 above, landlord’s consent had been granted for
the LATC and hotel developments. The road system had been assessed in connection with
these and found to be able to cope with any expected increase in road traffic activity;
o she could not envisage Salt Box Hill being widened to encourage increases in traffic
movements along that route.
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9.02

9.03
9.04

10.

The Committee was advised that this meeting was the last that Gill Slater would be attending and
she introduced Paul Mellor previously a member of the Development Management Team and now
working in the Planning Policy team who would be attending in her stead. On behalf of the
Committee the Chairman thanked her for her input of information and advice to its meetings.
Referring to paragraph 6.15 of the minutes of the meeting held on 17 October 2019 she undertook
to send a copy of the General Development Order and protocol to Peter Osborne.
Councillor Julian Benington asked whether there were problems with the noise monitor situated to
the north of the Airport. Paul Mellor answered by saying that the possibility of it being relocated
was being looked into and noise being emitted by the monitor itself was being investigated. The
CEO added that the effect of moving the monitor was not yet known.
Community Relations

10.01 Press cuttings - the press cuttings for the last quarter had been circulated with the agenda for the
meeting.
11.

Any other business

11.01 There were no items of any other business.
12.

Dates of next meetings

12.01 The Committee was reminded that it had been agreed that the remaining meetings next year would
be held at 3pm on the following dates:
o Thursday, 16 April 2020;
o Thursday, 16 July 2020;
o Thursday, 15 October 2020.

The meeting closed at 4.10pm.
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LONDON BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT
A11103-N11-DR
09 January 2020
NOISE CONTOURS – 2019 Q4
Bickerdike Allen Partners LLP (BAP) have been retained by London Biggin Hill Airport to produce
noise contours for presentation at the quarterly Noise & Safety Sub-Committee, which considers
the Noise Comments for the previous quarter. This note summarises the 2019 Q4 noise contours
and the movements in the early morning and late evening periods.
The contours are based on the average daily movements in the period 1st October to 31st
December. There were 54 movements during the Early Morning period (06:30-07:00), with a
maximum of 3 movements in a single Early Morning period, which occurred on 4 individual days.
There were 37 movements during the Late Evening period (22:00-23:00), with a maximum of 2
movements in a single Late Evening period, which occurred on 7 individual days. For both
periods this is less than the limit of 8 movements in a single Early Morning or Late Evening
period. Movements by military aircraft have been excluded.
Noise contours have been produced for the Daytime (07:00-23:00), Early Morning and Late
Evening periods, using the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Integrated Noise Model (INM)
software (Version 7.0d) based on the aircraft activity, and allowing for local terrain and the
results of a validation exercise which compared the measured results at the Airport’s noise
monitors in 2018 with predicted levels for individual aircraft movements.
The 2019 Q4 contours are shown in the attached Figures A11103-N11-01 to A11103-N11-03 at
values of 57, 63 and 69 dB LAeq,T. With the changes to the operating hours the airport has a limit
on the area of the 57 dB daytime contour, and has to use reasonable endeavours to keep the
area of the 57 dB contour for each of the three periods smaller still. Strictly these requirements
apply to the summer period, 16 June to 15 September inclusive, rather than the 2019 Q4
contours.
For the daytime period the contour area limit is 4.3 km2 and reasonable endeavours are to be
used to keep it no more than 2.9 km2. The area for the 2019 Q4 contour was less at 1.4 km2. For
the early morning period reasonable endeavours are to be used to keep the area no more than
2.2 km2. The area for the 2019 Q4 contour was less at 0.6 km2. For the late evening period
reasonable endeavours are to be used to keep the area no more than 1.3 km2. The area for the
2019 Q4 contour was less at 0.3 km2.
This analysis indicates that the airport has operated in accordance with the agreed Noise Action
Plan.
-x-x-x-x-x-x-
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London Biggin Hill Airport Quarterly Complaints Report: Q4 2019
Noise abatement
violation

No of
Specific
flights in
message

Action to
reporter

Event Explanation

SANARB Outcome
(warning/fine/ban)

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

03.10.19 12:01

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

Biggin Hill

03.10.19 12:58

Off track

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Biggin Hill

03.10.19 13:22

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Petts Wood

03.10.19 13:00

Noisy

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Downe

07.10.19 10:00

Low flying

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Bromley

08.10.19 05:30

Out of hours

No

1

Letter

Not Biggin Hill

Orpington

08.10.19 14:00

Aircraft too large / noisy

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Tatsfield

18.10.19 10:08

Off track

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Farnbough

03.11.19 16:20

Noisy / Off track

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Farnbough

03.11.19 17:58

Noisy / Off track

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Petts Wood

03.11.19 11:37

Noisy

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Petts Wood

04.11.19 14:26

Noisy

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Tatsfield

04.11.19 10:02

Off track

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Tatsfield

09.11.19 11:17

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Biggin Hill

05.11.19 16:20

Aircraft fumes

No

1

Letter

Compliant

Biggin Hill

09.11.19 12:05

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

Biggin Hill

09.11.19 12:55

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

Farnbough

12.11.19 15:33

Off track

No

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

Tatsfield

13.11.19 11:45

Off track

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Keston

15.11.19 16:49

Off track

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Orpington

18.11.19 07:16

Noisy

No

2

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Date & Time of
complaints relate
to

Main Complaint

Biggin Hill

03.10.19 11:46

Biggin Hill

Town

Minor infringement Warning

Minor infringement Warning

Woldingham

18.11.19 15:17

Low flying

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Woldingham

18.11.19 15:18

Low flying

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Woldingham

18.11.19 15:20

Low flying

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Woldingham

18.11.19 15:20

Low flying

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Farnbough

19.11.19 14:11

Noisy

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Farnbough

03.12.19 13:26

Noisy

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Keston

19.11.19 16:39

Noisy

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Tatsfield

29.11.19 16:13

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

Tatsfield

29.11.19 14:58

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement
warning

Tatsfield

11.12.19 10:31

Off track

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Tatsfield

11.12.19 14:05

Off track

No

1

Letter

Compliant flight/s

Tatsfield

18.12.19 09:02

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

Tatsfield

18.12.19 13:28

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement
warning

Biggin Hill

20.12.19 23:39

Out of hours

No

1

Letter

Not Biggin Hill

* NMTK - Tatsfield

02.10.19 11:32

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

03.10.19 13:28

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

10.10.19 12:46

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

17.10.19 10:25

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

19.10.19 09:43

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

28.10.19 11:31

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

07.11.19 14:37

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

13.11.19 14:34

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

17.11.19 17:55

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

08.12.19 10:07

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

07.10.19 14:10

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

01.11.19 12:59

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

Final

Final

* NMTK - Tatsfield

03.11.19 13:02

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

11.12.19 12:00

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

18.12.19 11:58

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

18.12.19 12:03

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

09.11.19 11:13

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

03.12.19 16:00

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

11.11.19 14:37

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

16.11.19 08:33

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

16.11.19 11:15

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

19.11.19 12:47

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

29.11.19 16:13

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

10.12.19 11:03

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

16.12.19 12:33

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

18.12.19 19:01

Off track

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

18.12.19 13:26

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

* NMTK - Tatsfield

21.12.19 11:32

Off track (based)

Yes

1

Letter

SANARB

Minor infringement Warning

